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Abstract. Let G be a compact abelian group and r its dual. For 1 < q < oo ,

the space Aq(G) is defined as

Aq(G) = {f\feLx(G), felq(T)}

with the norm \\f\\Aq = ll/ll¿i + \\f\\tq ■ We prove: Let G be a compact,

connected abelian group and P any fixed order on T. If q > 2 and </> is

a Young's function, then the conjugation operator H does not extend to a

bounded operator from Aq(G) to the Orlicz space L't'(G).

Let G be a compact abelian group and Y its dual. For 1 < q < oo, the

space Aq(G) is defined as

Aq(G) = {f\feLx(G), felq(Y)}

with the norm \\f\\Aq = II/IIl' + II/II/ • Then Aq(G) is a commutative semisim-
ple Banach algebra with maximal ideal space Y, in which the set of trigono-

metric polynomials 7T is dense [4].
If G is, in addition, a connected group, then its dual can be ordered; i.e.,

there exists a semigroup P ç Y such that P n -P = {0} , Pu-P = Y [5], and

we say that y e Y is positive if y e P. If / = 52y€Ff(y)y is a trigonometric

polynomial, the conjugation operator is defined as

77/=5Z-z'sgn()')/(y))>
y€F

where sgn(y) = +1 if y e P, -1 if y e -P, and 0 if y = 0.
If 1 < q < 2, then Aq(G) ç L2(G), and it is easy to see that 77 extends to a

bounded operator on Aq(G). The corresponding result for q > 2 is not known.

Clearly 77 extends to a bounded operator on Aq if and only if 77 extends to

a bounded operator from Aq(G) to LX(G).

In this paper we use Rudin-Shapiro polynomials (see [1] or [2]) to study

the conjugation operator from Aq(G) to Orlicz spaces L't'(G). We recall the

definition of Orlicz spaces below.
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We say that <j> is a Young's function if <p is an increasing, continuous, convex
function on R+ such that

lim^ = 0   and    lim ^ = oo.
r—0     / <-»oo     t

The Orlicz space L^(G) is the class of complex-valued measurable functions
on G such that for some X > 0

L4>(\Xf(x)\)dx <oo.
IG

Then

\\f\\L*=infQlj{N<t>(Xf) + l}

defines a Banach space norm on L't'(G) [3]. The conditions on <p imply that
L7t>(G)CLx(G).

Theorem. Let G be a compact, connected abelian group and P any fixed order

on Y. If q > 2 and 4> is a Young's function, then the conjugation operator 77

does not extend to a bounded operator from Aq(G) to L^(G).

We use Rudin-Shapiro polynomials (see [1]) to prove this theorem. These
are described below.

Let u eTT be such that Tío = supp(û) ç P. Let f0 = g0 = u. For n > 0,
let yn $. (En - E„), yn > 0, and define

fn+X = fn + 7ngn , gn+X = fn ~ yngn-

Then supp(/„+i) = supp^+O = En+X = E„U (y„ + E„) ç P. For y eY, we
have

în+t(y)=fn(y) + Ên(V-Yn).

Since (yn+E„)r\En = 0,

\\fn+x\\i = \\fn\\r¡r + \\gn\\r¡r,

similarly,

Mn+x\\í = \\fn\\ír + \\gn\\¡r.

Therefore, by induction, we get

||/„+1||^2«(||/o||?r + ||#ollU = 2"+1 ||û||?f.

Hence

(1) ll/nll/, = 2B/'PII/,   and   \\gn\\,r = 2"lr\\û\\Ir.

Next, using elementary algebra and induction on n , we have

\fn+x(x)\2 + \gn+x(x)\2 = 2(\f„(x)\2 + \g„(x)\2)

= 2"+x(\fo(x)\2 + \go(x)\2) = 2"+2\u(x)\2.

Therefore,

(2) |/„(x)| < 2<"+1>/2|M(x)|   and   \gn(x)\ < 2^n+x^2\u(x)\.

Further, we also have

(3) |/*(x)| + \g„(x)\ > (\fn(x)\2 + \g„(x)\2)x'2 = 2("+1>/2|M(x)|.
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For a Young's function (f>, define

h„ = (fn   ^WAh^tenh*,
\ gn   otherwise.

It is now easy to see that

(4) ||//„||/r = 2"/'||%

and

(5) \\hn\\L*<2in+l),2\\u\\L*-

Also,

||AB||£,# - max(\\ftt\\L4, \\gn\\L*) > j(II/»IIl* + II&iIIl*)-

Hence, from (3)

(6) \\hn\\L*>2{n-l)i>h+-

Note that inequalities (5) and (6) also hold for the L'-norm.

Proof of the theorem. Consider the projection operator defined on trigonometric

polynomials as

S(/) = £/(>•)/•,     fer.
y>0

Then 77/ = -i(2S(f) -f- f(0)) VfeTT. Clearly 77 extends to a bounded
operator from Aq to LT" if and only if S extends to a bounded operator from

Aq to L*. Since 4>(t)/t —* oo as t -» oo, there exists a sequence (vn) ç 7T

with supp(i)„) ç P such that

||u„||Li -♦ 0   and   \\vn\\Lt -► oo      as n -^ oo.

Now let ra„ be an increasing sequence of integers such that | supp(û„)| < m„ ,

and let un = vn/2m'<l2. For each u„ , construct a sequence of Rudin-Shapiro

polynomials {//„}m=i as arjove with supp{//JJJ~ ç 7\ Now define h„ = h.%^.

Then Sh„ = h„ . From (4) we have

\\hn\\lq = 2m^l<*-XIV\\Vn\\lq < 2m^l"-X^mXJq\\Vn\\l00

<2m^-X^mn/q\\Vn\\v.

Also from (5) and (6) we have

HA.Hl> < 21/2K||L,    and   ||AB||L, > (2)-xl2\\vn\\L*.

Hence \\hn\\Aq -> 0 and ||A„||L* = H-SA,,!!^ ->oc as n -» oo. This proves that

S does not extend to a bounded operator from Aq to LT'.

Corollary. If q > 2 and (j> is any Young's function, then Aq <$. L*.

Remark. In particular if </>(t) = t(log+1), we see that there exists f e Aq such
that / £ L(logL). We do not know whether there exists such a function
which, in addition, is nonnegative. The implication of this, for the circle group

T would be that 77/ £ LX(T) (using Theorem 2.10, Chapter VII of [6]).
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